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1.

Executive Summary

In order to facilitate the self-reflection of stakeholders on RRI (Responsible Research and Innovation) a smart selfreflection tool (SRT) was developed with the aim to support change towards responsible research and innovation. This
tool focuses on identified aspects of RRI which build on outcomes of D1.3 as well as different findings and results from
respective literature, tools, concepts from the EC and approaches from research and innovation practice. The SelfReflection-tool shall support users to reflect and consider RRI aspects in their day-to-day working environment and to
provide hints and further suggestions towards the implementation of RRI.
The tool is developed in an iterative design process, from firstly desk research to several events with RRI experts, and
different stakeholder groups that were hold specifically for the development and validation of the self-reflection tool.
The first online version of the tool was launched in June 2016 (1st prototype). By active user feedback and integrated
comments from the users as well as from power user groups, the prototype was revised in line with the identified needs
and requests and finalised in November 2016 (2nd prototype).
The SRT can be found online under http://www.rri-tools.eu/self-reflection-tool.

2.

Introduction - Aims and Scope of this deliverable

The aim of this deliverable is to trace the development of the self-reflection tool (SRT) from the early stages to the final
version by explaining the different iterative design steps, the scope of the tool itself, its structure as well as its look-andfeel.

The outline of this deliverable is the following: The third chapter introduces the foundations of the self-reflection tool,
which encompasses our view on RRI captured in a set of different questions (content) as well as the methodology used.
It also includes the description of the development of the first prototype that bases on the integration of desktop work,
pre-test and events with users who agreed with the general approach and at the same time gave valuable feedback and
requests for adaptation. In the subsequent chapter 4, several screenshots allow the reader to get an insight also in the
functions of the SR prototype.
Chapter 5 outlines an overview of different applied validation methods (events and analysis) that were used as the basis
for the adaption and re-work of the SRT.
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3.

Construction and Methodology

3.1.

Shift of concept and identification of issues

During the process of developing the self-reflection tool (SRT), the project has taken a major shift: from the initial idea of
assessing the compliance with RRI keys we slowly moved away towards reflecting on RRI key dimensions and processes.
This shift resulted from the continuous improvement of the RRI concept and the difficulty of identifying indicators for
RRI, since there is no “one fits all” approach within this concept. Thus we established the concept of self-reflection since
it reflects more the spirit of the entire RRI movements as well as of the project (e.g. D1.3; D5.1). RRI is seen as a holistic
process that should guide the stakeholders throughout the very first beginnings until the very end of the innovation
process. In our understanding, responsible research and innovation has to be perceived as a process that is never
finished. Thus, it would not be feasible to score the RRI compliance resulting, for instance, in 100% RRI compliance.
Therefore the SRT does not allow for scoring or benchmarking, but rather motivates users to reflect and consider
different aspects of RRI within their working environments.

Based on the research done in D 5.11, we aimed at developing questions that cover different aspects of RRI and that are
stimulating reflection. In the development of the tool we wanted to apply the RRI approach itself, thus involving
members from different stakeholder groups from the very first draft to the final prototype.
In the development of these questions for the SRT we encountered however several major issues that were guiding the
conception of the tool:

•

There is a high need to gain information and guidance on RRI,

•

The concept of RRI is still heavily discussed and not agreed upon, resulting in incongruent and imprecise
wording and inconsistent understandings,

•

1

The stakeholder groups are extremely heterogeneous in terms of
o

disciplines

o

working areas (i.e. research, industry, SME, ...)

o

level of knowledge of RRI

o

culture of working environment

o

age, culture and preferences

o

expectations

o

individuals, projects or institutions

•

RRI should cover all stages of research and innovation,

•

It should address all policy dimensions as well as all process requirements,

•

It should cover manifold disciplines,

•

Last but not least the initial online questionnaire format should be converted into a responsive reflection tool.

Marschalek 2015: Report on “Coverage of RRI aspects in STI (Science, Technology, Innovation) evaluations”
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3.2.

Methodology of Developement

Considering these high demanding issues, the construction of the questions required a multiple approach of desk
research on respective literature, similar tools and co-design phases with experts, consortium partners, stakeholders and
end-users.

3.2.1.

Indicators and methodology

Similar to the indicators identified for the RRI Tools Toolkit evaluation (D5.3 Validation Report on the toolkit) – whereas
the SRT is part of - the data collection was driven by following indicators that were specially adapted to the needs of the
SRT:

-

Relevance of questions for stakeholders,

-

Coverage of relevant topics,

-

Effectiveness of tool (launching reflection process),

-

Usability of tool,

-

Preferences of specific questions,

-

Neglected areas,

-

New questions that were raised by the stakeholder groups.

During several workshops, expert meetings, reviews and testing sessions a first online version was launched in spring
2016. In total approx. 130 people of different disciplines, ages, areas and level of knowledge took part in iterate
processes of developing the questions for the Self-reflection tool (c.f. Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure 1 Construction of Self Reflection Tool
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As mentioned, the development process was designed in several phases that were driven by recommendations and
findings of several sources of information. For the feedback and data collection we used:

Qualitative Data:
-

Feedback of experts (in several workshops, meetings and one2one online conversations),

-

Face to face workshops with users and experts.

Quantitative Feedback:
-

Feedback questionnaire for end users,

-

Data analysis from users,

-

Short Pop-up Questionnaire.

The integration of all this feedback and the specific recommendations led to several versions of the SRT questions and
the concept:

Figure 2 Overview of designing RRI self-reflection tool

On basis of the analysis of qualitative and quantitative feedback, an adapted version, that takes the preferences and
needs of the end users increasingly into account was established and re-launched by autumn 2016.
The following sections explain in detail all these steps and present the results of the collected feedback.
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3.3.

Development of questions

Following a step-by-step development the questions were iteratively challenged by the advancement of our
understanding of the RRI concept – influenced by different literature - and its execution in the different areas.
As basis for the questions, the consortium decided to align the tool with the six proposed dimensions by the EC:
-

Science education

-

Public engagement

-

Gender equality

-

Open access

-

Ethics

-

Governance

The question catalogue of the self-reflection tool covers these six dimensions or policy agendas, as defined and renamed
by the RRI Tools consortium, and the process requirements of RRI (D1.2).
Thus the development of the self-reflection tool questions was aligned accordingly to the policy agendas and its
requirements and implemented and enhanced with recent literature (pl. see section Bibliography). Each policy agenda
holds a minimum of 6 questions and a maximum of 10 questions that were designed to convene with the set
requirements. The very first development of questions was based on the literature review and on D1.3 – Quality Criteria.
The first set of questions was adapted to the comments and feedback of the internal reviewers and a first version
produced. In July 2015 this first version was sent to the RRI Tools project experts (Athena, ECSITE, EUN, IrsiCaixa,
Experimentatrium, KBL) with the request to review in specific following usability and quality aspects:
-

Comprehensibility of both, the questions and answers,

-

Wording/style of both the questions and answers,

-

Missing aspects that were not covered so far – (if that is the case pl. propose a respective question with max. 6
answers),

-

Possible overlaps of questions,

-

Other comments or feedback that increase the quality of the questions and answers.

3.4.

Pre-Tests, Collection of feedback and analysis for adaptations

To adequately co-create the SR tool a multi-level design process was necessary: Feedback was gathered through several
feedback rounds with internal and external experts as well as with potential future users. Therefore different
participatory methodologies were developed. Various workshop formats, such as focus groups or world cafés helped to
improve the concept of the self-reflection tool.

Additionally, the analysis of user attitudes was essential for the evaluation. In the initial stages of setting up the first
version, a major focus was mainly set on developing the content (question catalogue). This was done by several
methods:
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3.4.1.

Pretests, revisions and adaptions

Based on literature2, ZSI developed a first draft of question blocks according to the policy agendas, which was internally
reviewed by the RRI Tools policy agenda experts. After several internal review rounds and skype calls a first draft was
sent to 5 chosen external users from ZSI to pre-test the questions in October 2015.
A paper version of the question blocks was sent to each test person. Their task was to test the single questions regarding
their comprehensibility and wording, if there were questions missing or if there were single questions which were not
appropriate.
Their feedback was incorporated in the question catalogue before the paper version of the self-reflection tool was tested
at the Social Innovation Conference in November 2015 in Vienna.
For the validation of the SRT beta version, further events were organised to receive feedback to the tool as well as to the
structure:

Type of validation

Place

Time

User (pre)testing

online

October 2015

Expert feedback

online

August - September 2015

Stakeholder Workshop

Vienna

19th November 2015

Expert meeting

Brussels

20th November 2015

Finalisation meeting

Vienna

11th December 2015

1st Train the trainers

London

17th February 2016

Table 1 Overview user feedback and validation - beta version

3.4.1.1.

Stakeholder Workshop – 19th November 2015

A workshop, organised by ZSI on 19th November 2015 at the SI Conference in Vienna, gave valuable insights whether the
topics that were addressed in the set of questions corresponded to the aspects and topics mentioned by the target
group.

The workshop showed that the different question blocks worked in terms of deepening the understanding of RRI and
that the questions inspired deeper reflection and were best placed to accelerate discussion. Further we got valuable
feedback from our target groups for further improvement of the questions before the finalisation workshop in Vienna in
December and the programming of the tool.

In the framework of the Social Innovation Conference Vienna (http://www.si-drive.eu/), ZSI organised a Stakeholder
Workshop to validate the questions of the Self Reflection Tool.
20 participants representing all stakeholder groups took part in an interactive data collection session.
In the workshop, the developed set of quality criteria and questions were embedded in four main steps:

2

Mainly Wickson (Wickson and Carew 2014), and the European Commission working group (EC 2015) and Deliverable 1.3
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•Step 1: RRI – associations of your working context
•Step 2: Introduction of Policy Agendas (Key Dimensions)
•Step 3: Question catalogue discussion and World Café
•Step 4: Wrap up and closure

Within the World Café, one table covered each of the six policy agendas. One moderator and one rapporteur hosted
each table. The rapporteur noted down comments and issues regarding the questions on

-

Usability and comprehensibility,

-

Possible differences between stakeholder groups,

-

Appropriateness and clearance,

-

Sub questions or topics that evolved.

Summarising, the validation of the Word Cafe has shown that:

•

The questions worked in terms of stimulating reflection within small groups,

•

Stakeholders with different pre-knowledge could answer the questions,

•

The questions enabled a deeper understanding of the concept of RRI,

•

Not all questions fit to each target group.

But still, the major findings for improvement were:
•

The wording of the questions needed revision,

•

Some questions only addressed specific stakeholder groups, others worked for all,

•

Some policy agendas needed more explanation.

3.4.1.2.

Expert meeting – Brussels 20th November 2015

For gaining further qualitative material, an expert meeting in Brussels on 20th of November 2015 was organised. The aim
was to analyse possible threats and opportunities of such a tool and extract further ideas.

18 invited RRI experts from all over Europe received a short introduction, discussed how the ‘ideal’ SRT would look like
and finally outlined some first thoughts towards a SWOT analysis (treats and opportunities):

Time

What?

How?

11:00-11:10

Intro

Presentation

•

Self-reflection tool and not benchmarking

•

Aim of session: analyse threats and opportunities of
such a tool
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•

11:10-11:45

Stage of our work

Imagine you get the perfect RRI self-reflection tool. What

Brainstorming and discussion in

would it look like?

triplets or pairs

Please discuss in pairs or triplets
Last two minutes: single ideas of participants
11:45-12:15

SWOT analysis (if needed only S and W), more ideas and

Post Its; different coloured pens

feedback after session or email
12:15-12:30

Wrap up and Summary
Table 2 Programme for expert meeting

The workshop lasted 90 minutes and consisted of three parts:
1. Introduction
2. Framing of RRI self-reflection tool with brainstorming in groups of three people regarding the question: “How
could a self-reflection tool (SFT) on RRI look like? Which features could it have?”
3. SWOT analysis again in groups: “Which strengths and weaknesses would your SFT have? Which opportunities
might arise? Which threats might it encounter?”
The brainstorming on a RRI self-reflection tool showed that some ideas were very well in line with the already developed
concept of the tool. Further new ideas had to be proved whether they could be implemented in the tool while some
other few ideas were clearly out of scope.

There were also some critical words from one ethics commission expert who did not find the tool useful at all and had
some questions regarding data management and data privacy.

The results of the SWOT analysis are shown in the following table:
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Internal Origin3

Strengths (characteristics of the SFT that give it

Weaknesses (characteristics that place the SFT

an advantage over others).

at a disadvantage relative to others)

•

•

There is no other SRT on RRI (others

•

Not all stakeholder are addressed

are tick-boxing benchmarking

•

One language matches all?

systems)

•

Takes too much time to answer all

Easy to use; accessible, simple and
intuitive

•

questions
•

Makes aware of RRI dimensions

Not possible to implement topic
specific questions

insufficiently taken into account

•

Define purpose of tool

•

Focus on How

•

Insufficient response

•

Address principles/values

•

Could turn out to be too general

•

Gives feedback

•

Requires openness and voluntary

•

Inclusive tool / active engagement

•

Key tool

•

Focus on practice

•

Helps to see added value

•

See added value

•

Strengthens RRI concepts in the own

participation

specific context
•

External Origin4

Clarifies what RRI means

Opportunities (elements that the project could

Threats (elements in the environment that

exploit to its advantage)

could cause trouble for the business or project)

•

Sustainability: will the SFT be used
after project ends

•

Enlarging RRI community

•

SRT becomes a standard tool for EC

•

Too honest for my own good

(e.g. proposals)

•

Out of context

•

Anticipate what you do – in and –out

•

Relevance varies

•

Develop institutional dynamic

•

Superficial content, depth is crucial

•

Feedback from outside

•

Producing doubt, disagreement

•

Legitimacy

•

Real interact with real people

•

Includes “training unit” for reflecting
teams

•

Helps to build a more collective
identity

3

The factors may include all of the 4Ps (price, product, promotion, and place); as well as personnel, finance, manufacturing capabilities
external factors may include macroeconomic matters, technological change, legislation, and sociocultural changes, as well as
changes in the marketplace or in competitive position
4
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•

Define the user

•

Flexible dynamic

•

Simple tool with well-defined purpose

Table 3 SWOT results

Overall, with one exception, the expert’s opinion was very positive. For most the SR Tool is a crucial element of the toolkit with a great potential impact. The expressed expectations were very high as most see it as key tool of the project.
The team used the opportunity to collected names and email addresses of experts who wanted to receive further
information and updates on the development of the tool and offered to give input for best self-reflection tool landing
page and usability before the tool was made publically available.

3.4.1.1.

Finalisation meeting – Vienna 11th December 2015

The one-day finalisation workshop took place on 11th of December 2015 in Vienna. The RRI Tools internal experts were
invited for a one-day focus group aiming to agree on each question block and to provide EVERIS with the first selfreflection tool prototype ready for coding.
In small groups 13 experts from the RRI Tools project worked on the finalisation of the questions, which were agreed
within the whole experts group.
Based on the theoretical background work, the collection of feedback during the events and the pre-tests, the final
question catalogue was agreed upon. Consequently the first version of the SRT was developed and was finally made
available online in March 2016.
The following section gives the reader insights into the concept of the tool and its drafted visual realisation.

3.5.
3.5.1.

The Self Reflection tool concept – first version
Start page
-

Introduction: Short description of the tool including aims and the philosophy (not an assessment
but a tool for reflection) and short intro on how to use this tool

-

LINK Privacy Policy (including information on registry and benefits as recommendations only for
registered users, kind of activity i.e. project, organisation, tool, programme etc.)

-

Outline benefits for registration:

-

Option to register/log in ->

-

Button “start without registration”

-

Link to a guideline “How to use the tool”

-

Link to download blank Self-Reflection Sheet

-

Link to download blank Self-Reflection Sheet
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Figure 3 Starting page

3.5.2.

Registration

There will always be the option to register while using the self-reflection tool. Moreover registering has the advantage to
be able to save ones results and compare them with later self-reflection results.
Further demographic data and topic interests will be collected when registering. This will be linked to the search for
suggested resources which leads to more user targeted results.

3.5.3.

Get Started

Showing the 6 policy agendas (question blocks) + process requirements by the RRI flower.
o

By clicking on the policy agenda the core elements of each are explained in the middle. .

o

The user chooses the question block to begin with and to continue.

o

Already chosen blocks are marked in orange (important: the blocks are not blocked, they
can still be chosen again to fill in more questions!)
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Figure 4 First page

3.5.4.

Question page - inside each single Question Block:
-

Info text on top to remember “Please complete at least two questions for each policy agenda”.

-

Question + answers are visible listed

-

Continue button: warning if only one question has been chosen. “E.g. please choose at least two
questions.”
Link to next question block.

-

It is also possible to choose the next question block above the questions.

-

Each question block includes a feature that allows the user to include own questions and a field for
answering. By this we ensure an adaptive approach to individual needs and have the possibility to
collect missing questions.

-

“Submit” button (right corner)
 If not all blocks have been answered/selected, invitation is given to reflect on all blocks
(pop-up window): “There are some policy agendas without at least 2 questions filled. Click
on Continue Editing to start a reflection process on them. Click on Submit to skip them in
your results.”


Continue -> user stays on the page where he/she stopped reflecting.



Submit -> link to final page

15
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Figure 5 Processing pages

3.5.5.

Summary and Recommendation Page for registered users

 One general summary text: The users are invited for deeper reflection with their colleagues, with partners or
other peers. This text suggests a link to the toolkit and its forum. This should also strengthen and enlarge the
community of practice built up by the RRI Tools Hubs.
 Suggested Tools/Resources
 Button: “View personal self-reflection sheet” (including filled in open fields)
o

Share with selected users

o

Make publicly available

o

Print

 Button: “Save for later” (This summary page can be saved. The user has different options on how to proceed
with the sheet):
o

Users can save each questionnaire they fill in. All Questionnaires are saved separately and listed in their
profile.

 Pop-up questionnaire: please tell us your feedback
o

Option for open comments (qualitative)

o

Tick box questions for quantitative data

 Button: “References” (Link to list of references and documents used for the sf tool).
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Figure 6 Submission page
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Figure 7 Follow up pages

3.6.

Validation

The validation of the first version of the tool was organised in three phases, each validating the SRT by a user and expert
group, followed by an analysis of the collected feedback and resulting in a revision of the SRT tool. In total three revision
processes were made after the launch of the beta version:

Event

Place

Date

ECSITE conference

Graz, AT

7th June 2016

T3 Workshop

Barcelona, ES

4th – 6th July 2016

2nd Focus group

Online

20th September 2016

Table 4 Validation feedback collection
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3.7.

Training workshop – ECSITE conference 7th June 2016

At the ECSITE preconference in Graz on 7th of June 2016 the RRI Tools team provided a whole day session on RRI. A 40
minutes slot was dedicated to the self-reflection tool. After the introduction to the tool and a guideline how to use the
tool, 25 participants were invited to explore it (by discussing it in groups) and their feedback was collected with a short
feedback questionnaire (pl. see Annex 2).
One finding was the request to include more practical items and examples since it eases the use of the tool. The second
major finding in the recommendations was that a tool that tackles RRI would require sufficient introductory time to
explain the purpose, procedures and aims. We understood that most of the audience needed quite some time to
accommodate with a tool such as the SRT, especially if the topic - like RRI – is not well known. Several participants felt a
bit frustrated since the session ended, whilst they just had started to intensively discuss on RRI issues. It was also one
intention of the session – to see if participants are getting motivated to reflect on RRI – still, we dedicated more time for
the next workshop and designed the workshop very practically orientated.
In terms of the quantitative data (questionnaire pl. see Annex 2), specifically the indicators user satisfaction, user
expectations and usability of the SRT were asked as well as an open field for further recommendations.

Legend (1= strongly disagree - 2= disagree - 3= rather disagree nor agree - 4= agree - 5= strongly agree)
Table 5 Results Ecsite 2016 feedback

3.8.

T3 Evaluation session Barcelona 4-6 July 2016

During the T3 Training in Barcelona, a plenary session with all hub participants and guests, approximately 65 persons in
sum, was organised.
The session started with a very brief introduction of the SRT and its main features. Mainly, it was a dedicated hands-on
session to provide participants the opportunity to really work with the tool, especially those who had not found the
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opportunity so far. Afterwards, the participants were asked to break up in small teams of 2-3 persons, preferably those
who work together in one project or one institution.

First, the teams worked on two selected policy agendas of the SRT, starting to reflect and discuss with each other. After
they submit their results, they received the feedback sheet.

On basis of their experience with the tool and the feedback sheet, participants were asked to work on the so-called
development sheet that has been developed by the ZSI team as additional asset to the SRT (pl. see Annex 3). With this
template they were asked to elaborate on one very concrete task within their project or organisation.
Their evaluation feedback included their experiences with the self- reflection tool so far, their concrete experience
within the presence session including the work with the development sheet.

Summarising, following insights and comments were made (including open questions of questionnaire):
The general idea of self-reflection as a starting point for discussion could not always be conveyed sufficiently. People are
expecting results and recommendations after filling in the questionnaire. Thus, this has to be made clear already in the
introduction of the workshop what the tool can provide and what can be expected. Feedback should also be interlinked
with tools of the toolkit. Numbering, order and style of the questions appear as a questionnaire or a test, rather than
stimulating questions. Tick-boxing questions should be avoided. Questions also require a certain amount on preknowledge on RRI which is not applicable for all stakeholder groups. In general, the language seems to be too technical,
questions and answers too long or even wrongly worded. Full functionality (including limits and opportunities) could not
always be made comprehensible. The appearance in general could be nicer and catchier.
Science educators and CSOs feel not really addressed by the questions. Some argue for stakeholder specific questions.
Some participants (9 of 35) would not yet recommend using the tool at this stage. Many (17 of 35) already consider the
tool as useful (e.g. European Citizen Science Organisation) and would recommend its usage. But in general, the tool is
considered as a Beta-version, a work in progress that should be continuously improved. Upscale on global level would
then be possible. Translations into more languages are requested.
Following recommendations should be implemented:
-

Good introduction of how to use the toolkit, on a very more prominent position (explain possibilities and limits of
the tool, not to raise too high expectations, make clear that the tool is not for assessment),

-

Re-ordering of questions, no more numbering within question blocks,

-

Catchier, nicer layout, more appealing, interesting, “funny”,

-

Registration should be encouraged,

-

Process requirements should have the same size as policy agendas,

-

Provide feedback and suggestions,

-

Connect with the toolkit and with a development sheet,

-

Rephrasing of questions and answers,

-

Perhaps fewer questions (offer longer and shorter version)

-

Re-ordering of questions (e.g. more concrete at the beginning, more abstract towards the end),

-

Shorter questions and answers,
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-

Open questions, stimulate self-reflection, ask for own vision,

-

Future oriented,

-

Simple, not too complex,

-

Questions on specific aspects,

-

Questions rather on practices than organisations or individuals,

-

No tick-boxing questions,

-

Harmonisation of levels of questions,

-

Better coherence of questions and related answers,

-

Reconsider overlap of questions,

-

Focused and specific (e.g. stakeholder specific, relevant, focused on practices),

-

Inspiring answers,

-

Language:


editing, proof reading



rephrasing



shorter, simpler



considering different SH groups, stakeholder oriented



not too technical



less academic, avoiding RRI jargon



not use term RRI



glossary of most significant terms



gender dimension instead of gender equality (to focus more on process requirements)



less prescriptive



translation into all hub languages

Revision plan self-reflection tool
Based on the above described feedback results, ZSI team elaborated a revision plan to be implemented until the end of
the project. The necessary steps were defined and discussed with the coordination team. The table below shows all
steps and tasks and how they were addressed.
Step

tasks

1

Data collection and analysis

Analysis of qualitative and quantitative evaluation data

2

Skype call for clarification of feasibility

Feasibility Agreement on possible changes

3

Outlines for rephrasing and rework

Very brief instructions of revision tasks

according to step 1 and 2
4

Open call and definition of core team

Send invitation to whole consortium and final instructions

5

Revision of question catalogue per PA

See description below

6

Introduction text

•

Formulate explanations possibilities and limits

•

Pop up window
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7

8

Adaption of Design and layout

Provide feedback and

•

Visualisation policy agendas and process requirements

•

Visualisation of questionnaire

n/a

recommendations and suggestions
after submitting
9

Connection to toolkit

Find how tos for each questions

10

Integrate development sheet

Add development sheet to toolkit and connect to the SRT

11

Final approval

Content check

12

English proofreading

Final language check (no content work)

13

Programming

Online revision
Table 6 Revision plan

3.8.1.

2nd Focus group with project partners - design and final version

Bearing the gathered feedback in mind and based on additional user experience analysis, Everis, FLC, Irsi Caixa and ZSI
discussed options for revision of the toolkit in an online meeting on 20th September 2016. Everis had summarised the
most important ‘pain points’ (as shown in figure 4 below) so far and also provided some suggestions how to address
them.
The revision should consider mainly the amount of wording and the wish for a more flexible and intuitive layout.

Figure 8 Pain points in the self-reflection tool

Furthermore, the expectations of the users should be managed and an added value during the experience should be
provided for the user. That means the users should know about the purpose of the tool beforehand. Although the
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entrance to the tool should be short and intuitive, still it needs a brief “manual” on “how to use the tool” and a button
where to put it.
Finally, it had to be reconsidered, how the interaction should happen once the user has accessed the self-reflection tool.

Everis presented suggestions for each issue and the group discussed all options. Those options with the least
resemblance of a questionnaire were the preferred ones. Clearly, the question format (as shown below in figure 5) which
allowed the most flexible handling and freedom to choose questions and also to switch between questions and policy
agendas achieved the most consent.

Figure 9 New question style for online version

The team agreed on 6 – 10 possible questions per block – doable for all browsers on one screen or with scrolling. Clearly,
the main attention is now put on the answer side, offering an open text field with sufficient space for exhaustive
answers. Below there is some space for bullet points with inspiring answers. Finally, the users are also offered the
options to type in their own questions. These will be integrated in their feedback sheet as well, but they will not be
published on the site.
All selected questions and answers will be compiled in the feedback sheet after submission. Inputs can be saved even
without registration. However, registration is encouraged already at the beginning.
Due to time constraints and complexity of the task at that stage, direct recommendations to the input cannot be given!
However, the SRT will be re-interlinked with the toolkit, redirecting the user to the “How Tos”, the library and other
valuable resources.
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-

Link to a guideline “How to use the tool”

-

Link to download blank Self-Reflection Sheet

3.9.
3.9
3.9.1.

Self-Reflection Tool – Final Version
Starting page

Figure 10 Starting page

3.9.2.

Registration

Figure 11 Dialogue box for registration

The option to register is available on all pages of the self-reflection tool, so that the user can decide to register at any
time. After all registering has the advantage to be able to save one’s results and compare them with later self-reflection
results.
Further demographic data will be collected when registering, but tackled anonymously from the inserted data.
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The initially intended option to link the reflection results to the search for suggested resources which leads to more user
targeted results was not established.

3.9.3.

How to use the tool

Figure 12 How to use the tool

Before starting the tool offers a very brief introduction of how to use the tool. A very simple 3 step guideline explains the
self-reflection process throughout the tool.
Step 1: Shows all six policy agendas and offers the possibility to jump from one policy agenda to another, selecting topics
for reflection at any time.
Step 2: Offers to choose the questions which one wants to consider, but also to offers to discard the rest. The tool also
gives the opportunity to add own questions
Step 3: After finalising the self-reflection process the system creates a self-reflection sheet with the selected questions
and answers and an RRI Development Plan template as PDFs.
The self-reflection will also be stored in your profile.
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Question page - inside each single question block

3.9.4.

Figure 13 Question page

-

Icons of each policy agenda for selection

-

Question on the left side, comprehensibly listed, without numbering or ranking

-

Option for select and unselect question

-

Options to jump to next question block/policy agenda and other question

Figure 14 selected questions with answer field and inspiring examples

-

Answer field on the right side, offering space for typing in the answer

-

Below inspiring examples for possible answers

-

Overview how many of the questions have been selected already

-

Button: Erase and start from scratch: deleting all selections and answers

-

Button: “Finish self-reflection” button (right lower corner)
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 The self-reflection can be finished at any time, results (for registered users only) are
stored

3.9.5.

Summary and Recommendation Page

Figure 15 Reflection summary

-

Overview on questions answered per policy agenda

-

Button: “Download your self-reflection”: Option to download and print the self-reflection sheet (a compilation
of all selected questions and filled in answers)

-

Button: “Download an RRI development plan”: Option to download and print a development sheet (for step by
step guiding towards implementation of RRI in own practice)

-

Links: “Also take a look at….option to jump to the How Tos section with practical implementation examples and
the toolkit to search for further tools

 The initial planned option to share and make publicly available the personal self-reflection sheet was not
established.
 The initially planned option to save the personal summary page for later offering the user the option to save
each questionnaire they fill in and separately save all their questionnaires was not established.
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3.9.6.

Feedback

Figure 1616 Pop Up Questionnaire

-

Pop-up questionnaire: Help us improve the Self-Reflection Tool!

o

Tick box (smilies) questions for quantitative data

o

Option for open comments (qualitative)

3.10. Future validation potential
3.10.1.

Feed Back Results

The pop-up questionnaire was installed to receive, short feedback to tackle major points of the SRT, namely user
satisfaction, user expectations and usability by a 5 scale rating system. In addition a small field for comments on how to
improve the tool was established.
Since the final version of the SRT was launched in December, no sufficient data could be collected in order to deliver
reliable validation results. In addition to the limited time, it seems that especially pop-up questionnaires – although very
short – have low acceptance by the users as almost no one had answered the pop-up questions also in earlier versions of
self-reflection tool. Consequently, a very high usage would be necessary in order to receive sufficient data sets or the
feedback questionnaire would have to be designed in a prominent way.
Thus, so far the validation possibilities are not used to its full potential. By the time being more users will deliver data
that can deliver highly relevant information for further analysis and validation for further adapting the SRT to possible
new needs, depending on the further development of the RRI concept.
Beyond the pop-up questionnaire, the usual web statistics and the user feedback that is further collected, following two
analysis methods should be envisaged:
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3.10.2.

Open Question(s) – create your own questions

In the framework of RRI we decided to follow also a bottom up approach. The user has the possibility to create own RRI
questions containing the personal specific topics for instance. These fields are particularly interesting for users to deepen
their reflection process e.g. within their project team, their organisation staff, etc. These open question fields are located
at the end of each question block.
Obviously these questions that are included in the personal sheets would be highly interesting for validation. As for time
constraints, an analysis of these questions could not be done, since at the time of writing there are no sufficient
questions included to have reliable results for an analysis.
Still, it is recommended to collect these questions, analyse them and, for future adaption add the most relevant ones to
add to the question catalogue.

3.10.3.

Analysis of chosen and rejected questions

In particular, during the first validation phase of RRI Self-reflection tool the analysis of how well the questions work for
different the target groups would be important. In a second step, an analysis of the chosen questions as well as their
given answers could give valuable insights of users’ preferences. The collection of the data, which questions were most
preferred, or which questions have never been chosen, can become a crucial indication to improve the question
catalogue.

4.

Summary

As shown in the last chapters, the SRT tool was developed in an iterative co-design process, from firstly desk research to
several events involving RRI experts and different stakeholder groups gathering qualitative as well as quantitative
evaluation data.

The first online version of the tool was launched in June 2016. By active user feedback and integrated comments from
the participants as well as from power user groups, the prototype was revised in line with the identified needs and
requests and finally completed in December 2016.

The final SRT can be found online under http://www.rri-tools.eu/self-reflection-tool. In our experience the tool has high
potential to launch a reflection process, either by a single person, or even better within a group of people who work
together in teams or projects. Additionally, there is a print version in form of a small booklet (see figure 16) available.
The small booklets are meant to be handy pocket guides that are easy and ready to use. They contain a brief
introduction to the RRI- concept, presenting its main elements, such as policy agendas, process requirements and
expected outcomes. It is organised along the policy agendas and contains all questions as available online and the
examples for inspiring answers.
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Figure 1717 The Self-Reflection-Tool Booklet

In several validation workshops we experienced that people felt frustrated due to time constrains. Handling the huge
topics of ethics, gender, open access, public engagement, science education or governance of RRI simply cannot be
finalised within a limited time of a one-hour workshop. While our intention was to launch a process, people’s
expectations were often to receive a lesson on RRI that could be immediately applied in a limited period of time in their
projects or organisations. Clearly one consequence out of this insight is that it needs a clear explanation of what can be
expected from the SRT at the very beginning (of a workshop as well as in the online version), what are the intensions of
the tool and what can be expected.

We also experienced that fulfilling all these needs from different stakeholders is a very ambitious goal: the creation of
the questions was an extremely challenging task, given the fact that the term and understanding of RRI is still under
development. This resulted in several revisions of the question catalogue. In addition, the heterogeneity of the user
groups is extremely high when looking at their way of working, topics, culture and individual preferences.
Although many comments for improvements were received and integrated, it was striking that in all workshops,
participants started to discuss with each other and exchanged their experiences and handling of RRI in daily practice.
This fact is indeed re-assuring our opinion that the tool has high potential.

We do expect that especially these two facts, the evolving concept of RRI and the heterogeneity of the user groups, will
generate further criticism and requests to adapt the tool. Still, the changes should not be prescribed by some few
experts, but should rather rely on the data that the users will deliver by time. That is why we recommend to further
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analyse the usage of the tools (preferred questions) and the consideration of questions that do come directly from the
users themselves.

By adapting the tool it still should keep the premises of the SRT as starting point for a continuing process of reflection,
change and recapturing, that adoptions are possible and that the development towards a more responsible research and
innovation increases the quality of their research.
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7.

Annexes

Annex 1: Rapporteur sheet from Stakeholder Workshop

Moderation Sheet:
Moderator 1
Ethics: Focuses on (1) research integrity: the prevention of unacceptable research and research practices; and (2) science
and society: the ethical acceptability of science and technological developments.

1) Introduction
Count participants of each stakeholder group on your table.
Stakeholder group

Number

Researcher
Policy Makers
Industry and Business
Civil Society Organisations
Educators
2) RRI Associations of your working context
In the case that nobody answers, please give input from your discussions with your neighbour.

3) World Café

•

Take time (10 min per round)

•

Observe and take minutes

•

Prepare questions for each discussion round
o

Two different questions per round!

•

Give input regarding the content of the policy agenda on your table

•

Support the table host in moderation
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Question 1:
Some topics require deeper ethical reflection than others. Does your work involve such topics?
•

Vulnerable groups? (YES/NO)

•

Animals? (YES/NO)

•

Potentially harmful practices? (YES/NO)

•

Sensible Data? (YES/NO)

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Question 2:
Do you make an effort to make your project continue after funding ends?
•

Fully

•

Partially

•

No

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Question 3:
Do you assure the quality of your work by seeking feedback?
•

We actively seek feedback from a wide group of sources and actors concerned.

•

We actively seek feedback within our own stakeholder group.

•

We consider feedback when offered.

•

We are not considering feedback from others.

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Question 4:
Does your work follow a structured reflection process on underlying values and assumptions?
•

Fully

•

Partially

•

No

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Question 5:
Do you feel responsible for the outcome of your work?
•

Fully

•

Partially

•

No

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Question 6:
What does ownership of your work mean to you?
Multiple answer
•

To openly communicate lines of personnel responsibility

•

To outline intellectual property rights correctly

•

To follow institutional guidelines

•

Ownership is not traceable in my research.

Usability and Comprehensibility (does everybody understand the questions)?

Are there differences between the stakeholder groups?

Are the answer options appropriately chosen and clear?

Which sub-questions have evolved?
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Annex 2 – Evaluation questionnaire, Self-Reflection Tool

Evaluation questionnaire
Self-Reflection Tool
Thank you for attending this workshop. The organizer would appreciate your responses to the
following questions.

The self-reflection tool met my expectations.
strongly disagree

disagree
not yet

rather disagree nor agree

agree

strongly agree

agree

strongly agree

agree

strongly agree

I would recommend the self-reflection tool.
strongly disagree

disagree

rather disagree nor agree

Overall, the self-reflection tool was easy to use.
Strongly disagree

disagree

rather disagree nor agree

Do you have any suggestions or additional comments about this training and the Toolkit?
The questions and answers are not always matching, difficult to understand at times and sometimes relevant for an
organisation but not for a project:
Needs some more fine-tuning and user testing (think aloud protocol)

Thank you.
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Annex 3 – RRI Development sheet

RRI Development sheet
This sheet might support your development towards Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI) by planning and considering various influencing factors. The

desired change will be eased if you reflect on these factors and on options and
barriers to implement RRI.

1 Formulate your goal!
Goal – i.e. What goal(s) are you trying to reach? What exactly shall be achieved? What
shall be established in what time spa?

My goal is to ...
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2 Develop a strategy!
Aim - Involve the right people!
People

Which people do you
need to involve? To

To reach my goal, I need to include ...
...

whom do you need

to talk to? Shall you
form a team of

people? If so, who

shall get involved?
Who are the key
players? Which

stakeholders might be
interested/willing to
participate?

Aim: Plan your resources!
Resources!

What financial

resources do you

My plan includes following financial resources:
...

need? How much

time will you need to
invest? How much

time will others have

to invest? How much
additional financial

resources could you
allocate that would

allow for support, e.g.
the engagement of
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an external expert?
Consider resources

for sustainability as
well.
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Aim: Find incentives to reach your goal!
Institution

What institutional

support/change shall

My institution is involved by ...
...

be envisaged? How
can the institution

support the change?
Which incentives

could be offered by
the institution

fostering the change
towards the goal?
How might the

institution benefit of
the change?

Aim: Set a plan of task and time frame for your goal
Time and Tasks - Set
a plan of task and

I need to comply following tasks by ...

time frame for your
goal!

What tasks do you

need to fulfil to reach

...

your goals? Which

tasks do you need to
tackle first/last? How
much time will you

need? Do you have
interim goals and

achievements set?

Which tasks would
you like to co-

develop with other
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stakeholders?

Which tasks can you
delegate?
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Aim: Look out for opportunities and strengths!
Opportunities

These resources/opportunities will support my

Does anybody else

...

have the same issues

development:

than you and if so,

how did he/she solve
these issues? Where
can you find

resources/material

that would support

your development?

Which networks could
you join?

3 – Plan and check if you reached your goals!
Evaluation: When will you evaluate your efforts? What methodology will you use for
evaluation? How can you make sure that you achieved your goals? What have you
learned?) Which data do you need to collect?
The development will be evaluated ...
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4 Exchange with others and learn from them!
Communicate to Public (Share what you have experienced): What insights have you

gained that is worth to communicate to others? Do you have transferable results and

insights? What can/shall you communicate to others? Who are target groups/audiences?
What are appropriate channels for the audiences? What results/insights should not be
communicated and why?)

My insights and results will allow me an even deeper understanding by sharing them
with ...
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